®

Grass Valley EDIUS 6
has arrived in Malaysia!
10-bit Editing  2K/4K Resolution  Free-shape Mask Filter  16 Camera Multicam Editing
Proxy Mode Workflow  Canon XF & EOS movie format support 



AVCHD Exporter to media card
Grass Valley™ EDIUS ® 6, STORM™ 3G and STORM™ 3G Elite are now available in
Malaysia. No other NLE gives you so much versatility combined with sheer speed of
®
editing. EDIUS supports real-time editing of all popular standard-definition (SD) and
high-definition (HD) formats. ‘Edit anything’ is EDIUS® 6 tagline.
The EDIUS system’s renowned, mixed format and file wrapper/codec agnostic timeline
has been enhanced in EDIUS 6 to include 1080p50/60, 10-bit support, with up to 4K
resolution, and features the fastest native AVCHD editing in the industry. This
includes the ability to edit video content captured with digital SLR cameras such as the
Canon EOS. In addition users are able to preview effects in real time.
EDIUS 6 also extends its editing functionality towards post-production applications with
16 Multicam editing, vector-based and track matte keyer video masking, and
improved After Effects plug-in support.
Grass Valley™ EDIUS® 6 currently supports the following Grass Valley hardware:
HDSpark, HDStorm Plus, HDThunder/STORM™ 3G and STORM™ 3G Elite.

Grass Valley™ EDIUS® 6 (Full version)
is priced at RM2,899
Grass Valley™ EDIUS® 6 upgrade version
is priced at RM1,399
from all previous version (EDIUS version 1 – version 5)
Promotion valid up to 31 st December 2010
We would like to invite all EDIUS users to our showroom to see the power & capabilities of the latest version of
EDIUS video editing solutions.
Please call us or email us for the best date & time.

STORM™ 3G Series - Any In, Any Out, High-Performance Multi-Format Editing
The Grass Valley™ STORM™ 3G Series of 1080p-capable editing interface products brings the entire video editing
experience to the next level and ships with EDIUS® 6.
The STORM™ Series consists of two models: the STORM™ 3G Elite comprehensively-equipped with every interface
you could ever need, and the affordable yet powerful STORM™ 3G.
STORM™ 3G Elite consists of an external
breakout box with a PCIe 4x interface card
for desktop connection (4X mode provides
enough bandwidth to handle up to 1080p) as
well as an Express 34 card (1X mode: up to
1080i50/60) for connection to a laptop.
STORM™ 3G Elite video interfaces include dual 3G SDI (which can be used as either two independent 3G SDI
(1080p50/60) outputs or one pair identical SDI signals one of which features selectable real time down conversion),
HDMI I/O (1080p capable), composite (SD only), and component (up to 1080i) analog video I/O. STORM™ 3G Elite has
two RS-422 interfaces (for controlling a VTR as master and another for control of a slave), Linear timecode I/O,
reference in/through/out interfaces (which accept both bi-sync and tri-sync level), and a locking power connector
STORM™ 3G Elite and STORM™ 3G represent the higher end of the EDIUS editing hardware line-up. With 1080p
50/60 capability and 10-bit picture quality, coupled with second-to-none real-time multilayered, mixed codec editing
performance from EDIUS 6, the STORM™ 3G Series meets the highest demands of any episodic video editing suite.
STORM™ 3G Elite is the successor to EDIUS HD, while STORM™ 3G replaces HDTHUNDER.
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